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My Chi Phi Brothers.........THANK YOU!
THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU,
BROTHERS OF CHI PHI!!!!!!
I cannot begin to express my gratitude and
appreciation for all that you've done this past week
and really the past two months to make this one of
the greatest week long celebrations we've had for our
Achievement Week Celebration for Chi Phi. It began
with our Adopt-A-Street Campaign on Nov 9 and
culminated with a great Black Tie Gala. We are a great
and mighty chapter and our Civic and Philanthropic
service to the community continues to shine above all
other Greeks in the city of Denver. I am more than
proud to be the Basileus of this chapter, I am truly
honored and blessed to be associated with such a
distinguished group of men and the best chapter in
the 8th District bar none!
Congratulations to our Achievement Week Awardees
State Representative Rhonda Fields- Citizen Of The
Year
Brother Delvert Neal- Founders
Brother John T. Jones (Pete)- Superior Service
Brother Stanley Bey- OMEGA MAN OF THE
YEAR
I want to personally thank the following Brothers and
their Committees
Brother Darron Dunson- Hotel and Banquet
Negotiations, Occasion
Brother Jason Butler- Social Action Chairman
Brother Clinton McCree- Omega Challenge
Coordinator
Brother Aldwyn Gardner- Sunday Church Visit and
spiritual advisor
Brother Sykes- Cleatz Event Coordinator, Talent
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Hunt Point Person, Vice Basileus
Brother Omar C. Montgomery- Achievement Week
Banquet Gala Celebration
Brother Steaven Johnson- Keeper of Records and SealTicket Sales
Brother Vermell Hill- Keeper Of Finance- MC for the
Banquet
Brother T. Greg Labrie- Holmes Omega Scholarships
Brother Dwight Gentry- Chi Phi Awards, Holmes Omega
Scholarship
Brother Jovan Melton- Citizen Of The Year Coordinator
Brother Pete Jones-Essay Contestant Presenter
Brother Ronaldo Babb- Presentation of New Executive
Council

Finally, thanks to all the chapter members of Chi Phi who
made all of our activities throughout the year a possibility.
We have a very hard working, dedicated and caring core
group of Brothers who hold me to no less of a standard
than they would hold themselves and for that I thank you.

Yours in “Service”
Brother Michael Short
Basileus Chi Phi Chapter
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc
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Achievement Week
“Achievement Week festivities began with the Adopt-a-Spot on 23rd and Downing. Brothers turned out
in big numbers to support the event.
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Achievement Week 2014
Black Tie Formal Dinner
Achievement Week was ended by Celebrating 88 years of Goodwill, Hope and
Service by the men of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Chi Phi Chapter. The annual
Banquet-Black Tie-Formal Dinner was held at the Holiday Inn- Stapleton.
It was a great end to Achievement Week by Recognizing Leaders in the community
and Brothers of the Fraternity for their great achievements.
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SPOTLIGHT ON HISTORY
Foreword, The Oracle 1919
By Jeffrey T. Smith, 29th
Plainly did the founders of Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity foresee the coming of a
great day for the national brotherhood
of young Negro college men of worth.
They – Professor E. E. Just, Edgar A.
Love, Oscar J. Cooper and Frank
Coleman – like all other successful
founders, had an unselfish vision. Call
it a dream if you so desire, yet it was a
dream foundation build upon reality
and sound reasoning. They had
acquainted themselves with the
beneficent results of contact and
intimate relationship for which the
fraternity life in our great institutions
of learning had largely been
responsible.
They were also aware of each chapter
and three grand officers marvelous
strides that were then being taken in the
higher education of the Negro, and that he had reached that stage in his ethical training where it would
serve him well to partake of the fruits of wholesome brotherhood.

More than once did these pioneers of Omega ask themselves whether or not it would make such men
broad or narrow in their views toward the world that surrounds them; whether or not it would
promote in these a spirit of sacrifice for the common good, or one of selfishness in dealing with their
fellowmen. They saw both sides, and still their dream was luminous. They were satisfied that a great
national fraternity of college men, fired with the four paramount principles of Scholarship, Manhood,
Uplift, and Perseverance, would constitute a power indeed! And Baumgardner wrote well when he
said in regard to these “There rest upon us a great responsibility. We stand for Manhood as a
principle. We cannot, therefore, stoop to any mean thought or act; Manhood mean purity of thought
(Continued on page 5)
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and act. We cannot be true to our fraternity or to its founders, or to our race, or to ourselves,
unless we are real Men.”
“Remember Scholarship which should be the fundamental consideration of academic life. The
maintenance of a high scholarship justifies our existence as a college organization. We need
men of intellect in our race; there is nothing that would give our race more prestige than real
attainment in the arts and sciences.”
“Let us consider Perseverance. This is a quality which we should strive to possess, for without
it nothing substantial can be attained. We cannot maintain a high scholarship, nor can we be
real men unless we persevere.”
“Lastly we come to Uplift. The advantages we derive from our training, qualify us to lend a
helping hand to those who are groping in the darkness of the pit of ignorance and immorality.
Unless we strive to uplift fallen humanity and to live useful lives, we have misused our talents.”
He then refers to the work of the founders, saying: “The founders indeed wrought better than
they thought. The bond of union created in such an organization is a thing which stops not
within the college wall. We must see to it that after leaving college, we shall look back to the
fraternity with reverence, and that the fraternity may point to us with pride.”
Eight years have passed since the founders met in performance of their Herculean task, and
the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity is today a living organization. Five flourishing chapters have
sprung up to insure the perpetuation of a great ideal. Her men are active everywhere. They
are constantly encountering difficulties and overcoming them, as they push their way to the
fore where opportunity for still greater service awaits them as a reward.
There is a future for the Omega Psi Phi, and stored away in it somewhere is the full realization
of the dreams of its founders. Bravely and diligently performing the tasks remaining before
us, as bravely we faced those that we have already performed, we come speedily to that
realization. Omega, the future welcomes you; the challenge of your founders bids you enter!
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Spiritual Ebola
By Brother Abdul

Deuteronomy 20:4
We have seen it all over in the news lately and boy is the media good and
perpetuating fear. Ebola. While some people are making jokes and downplaying it,
others are truly fearful, going to the extent of cancelling flights and even creating
their own ebola, quarantined, protective suits. Someone can’t just have the flu
anymore; its got to be ebola and the media is fast to let us know when a potential
case is on the horizon. So, it is safe to say that the fear of this disease is spreading
quicker than the disease itself. Fear is what’s captivating the media’s attention and
fear is what is making our government and its citizen’s take certain precautions.
Fear.
Fear is a spiritual ebola that can spread quicker than we even realize. We get
so wrapped up in fear and act on it before we are even able to come to grips with
it or contain it. But this shouldn’t be so when we have numerous promises, hope
and faith in God. Just like the biological disease of ebola can affect the healthiest
of humans, so too can fear strike the most faithful, God-fearing Christian. As a
fallen race, fear will come. It is what we do with that fear that makes all the
difference.
Take the book of Numbers for example. In chapters 13-15, a story is told of
how ‘spiritual ebola’ struck many Israelites, even when they had just witnessed and
experienced God’s power in escaping Egyptian slavery. In the story, God told
Moses to send out 12 men to go scope out the land of Canaan, a great, fruitful
land that was promised to them and their descendents, surveying its fruitfulness
and enemies. After 40 days, they returned and confirmed it truly flows with milk
and honey, but the people who dwell in the land are strong and their cities were
(Continued on page 7)
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very large. Courageous Caleb, one of the 12 sent out, stood up before
everyone and said, “Let us go up at once and take possession, we are
well able to overcome it.” Immediately fear crept in and they began
saying they are not able to go up against the people because they are
stronger than them. In fact they described the situation as them being
“grasshoppers” compared to their enemy who they described as
“giants.” Caleb encouraged them, reminding them that the Lord
delights in them, He will bring them into that land; He is with them
and to not fear their enemy. Ultimately, Israel still refused to enter
Canaan. Caleb and Joshua were the only two out of the 12 that
received all God promised them and who kept their lives, because of
their lack of fear, but overwhelming faith.
We all face numerous “giants” in this life. We always have and we
always will as long as we are living on this side of Heaven. How will
you choose to handle it and view it? Will you see yourself as a little
grasshopper, fearful and defeated, or will you choose to stand on the
Word and promises of God, being a Caleb and Joshua and face them
head on? Fear shuts down your faith system and creates unintended
consequences. As we saw, the other 10 men lost their lives because they
lost their faith. Keep your faith intact in order to fight life’s giants.
Stand on God’s word and act in faith.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Congratulations and Kudos
Welcome to the new officers of Chi Phi Chapter for the fiscal year, 2014-2015.
Please join us in saluting our leadership team:
Basileus – Michael Short, Chi Phi 2003
Vice Basileus – James Sykes, Chi Phi 2007
Keeper of Records and Seal – Steaven Johnson, Chi Phi 2012
Keeper of Finance – Vermell Hill, Chi Phi 2013
Chaplain – Al Gardner, Chi Phi 2011
Editor – Ashley Pickens, Chi Phi 2013
Keeper of Peace – Stephon Atmore, Chi Phi 2011
As Next Generation leaders, please remember the five ‘C’s to leading:
Competence – doing the right things, honor commitments, and use your resources
Courage – lead from the front, be present, and be accessible
Clarity – set the direction, manage uncertainty, and share success often
Coaching – listen, learn, and take action
Character – servant leadership, model the way, and recognize positive examples
Thanks in advance for your service to Omega and all of mankind.
Chi Phi Chapter Past Basilei:
John H. Smith

Jeffrey T. Smith

Mika El Heru

Ronaldo Babb

Dwight T. Gentry, Sr. Kirk Dunham
Delvert T. Neal
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

DECEMBER Birthdays
Birthdays

Anniversaries

Mika El Heru

Dec. 17

Jerome J. Hampleton

Dec. 23

William L. Nolan

Dec. 21

Reminder:
Brothers, we will be accepting donations for the
Carlos Houston Memorial Toy Drive at the December Chapter Meeting.
December Chapter meeting.

JANUARY CHAPTER
MEETING
SAT. JANUARY 3, 2014
6 P.M. AT THE OWL CLUB
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